
Open up sound.



KONOS. A new way to capture sound.

Open up sound.
Remove the limits of sound capture. On the 
street, out in the wilderness, up in the air, and 
in locations previously considered too noisy 
to record in.

Adapts to any situation.
Unique to Konos, Variable Cone 
Technology (VCT) allows users to adjust 
directivity and switch between extremely 
narrow or wide pickup angles. Adjust the 
pickup pattern to suit the environment, all 
with one mic.

Knows every sound is valuable.
Multiple outputs provide both target and 
ambient audio simultaneously as distinct 
channels, enabling more creative and 
technical possibilities.

Removes noise in extreme environments.
Our revolutionary Konos Select noise 
filtering technology allows you to eliminate 
off-axis noise in real-time, with low impact 
on fidelity.

Capture everything you want, nothing 
you don’t.
Sharp off-axis rejection and significantly 
reduced side and rear lobes keeps your 
pickup tight through a wide range of 
frequencies, over long distances, and 
with impressive noise handling tolerance. 
Record great natural sounding audio
every time.

A compact 80-element high-fidelity microphone array with adjustable directivity, 
simultaneous front and rear channels, and real-time noise filtering to capture clear 
sound in the most challenging sonic conditions.



KONOS. Technical information.

Microphone pick-up patterns

Transducer 80 element MEMS mic array

Frequency response 50Hz – 20,000Hz

Audio output 3x XLR-M balanced mic outputs
Front, Compliment and Processed

Power External power USB PD 2.0/3.0 12V

Wattage 12W

Operating time ~3.5hrs (10,000mAh power bank)

Maximum sound 
pressure level

117 dBA

Dimension and 
weight

Konos Array: ~155g 
ø 35mm, L 255mm
Konos Processor: ~770g

Ambient operating  
temperature

10ºC to 40ºC / 50ºF to 104ºF

Housing Anodized aluminum

Qualified warranty 
(Manufacture 
defects)

1 year

Accessories  
(included)

Foam windsock, anti vibration 
mount, wind shield lyres, user 
manual

Specifications

Narrow (30º)

Medium (50º)

Wide (90º)

Front Channel
Compliment Channel

Specifications

Technical specifications are subject to change until general release.



Learn more at konos-sound.com

Open up sound.

Dotterel Technologies are global specialists in acoustics for noisy 
environments and have designed patented solutions focused on 
the entertainment, emergency services and government sectors. 


